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Spring Newsletter
At Move-in, our projects may range from one room to a thousand - but our philosophy remains the same:
creatively inspired and commercially guided FF&E.
We transform spaces into places that make people feel good.
During this unprecedented time, we have been able to continue working on our projects and with our clients
thanks to our dedicated team. While most of this has occurred remotely, we have delivered two important
projects for Melbourne: Journal Student Accommodation and the resident common areas for Queens Place.
Covid-19 presents new and evolving challenges for the industry, and our design team have been working
to develop FF&E that feels safe, inclusive and responds to the concept of physical distance. These are
certainly interesting times.
Which brings us to our sibling Clikclax! We are excited to announce that Clikclax received an Honourable
Mention in the 2020 Best of Products Awards and is now available at Officeworks. Read more in the story
below.
Finally a huge thank you to every Victorian. Together we have done a remarkable job in reducing the Covid
numbers. This hasn't been easy and like everyone, we are looking forward to restrictions easing, winter
thawing and life resuming.
Stay safe everyone. We're nearly there.

Pictured above: our giant flocked bear at Journal, looking pretty tired of lockdown too...

Journal Central
Welcome to Journal Central –
Journal's newest purpose-built
student accommodation project.
We supplied a full styling and
FF&E procurement service,
carefully curating and installing
items to the 500 apartments and
over five common areas.
Our second Journal collaboration
- we loved pushing the
boundaries with our creative
clients to design and deliver
colourful, engaging and
functional co-spaces.
(Kitchen zone pictured above)
Email us to view the full suite of
images.
Photography: Tess Kelly

Queens Place
A sneak peek into Melbourne's
most luxurious apartments.
Queens Place, once finished will
stand proudly alongside
Melbourne's tallest skyscrapers.
Developed by 3L Alliance and
designed by Cox Architecture,
Fender Katsalidis.
We are honoured to be involved
in the FF&E and styling for the
resident areas & display
apartments for this significant
project.
Photography: Tess Kelly

Clikclax X Officeworks
Clikclax has partnered with
Australia's leading office supply
store to launch an exclusive
series of Mini Packs.
Clikclax is a desktop screening
system designed for the age of
Covid-19 to address the social
dilemma of physical distancing.
With a design nod to the 1970's
cult toy Playplax, Clikclax is a
fun and functional system made
to suit any space. No tools
required.
For more information click here.

Photography: Lucy Morton

Featured Artist Tank.

We worked together with
Victorian artist Tank to select a
series of his artworks for Accor's
new Sebel hotel: Silverwoods in
Yarrawonga, due to open later
this year.
Move-in supplied all FF&E,
artworks and styling on this
project. It was a privilege to work
with Tank and support the local
community and regional Victoria.
Find more about Tank here.
Artwork: 'Thought Clouds' – Tank art
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